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This unprecedented collection of 27,000 quotations is the most comprehensive and carefully researched of its kind,
covering all fields of science and mathematics. With this vast compendium you can readily conceptualize and embrace
the written images of scientists, laymen, politicians, novelists, playwrights, and poets about humankind's scientific
achievements. Approximately 9000 high-quality entries have been added to this new edition to provide a rich selection of
quotations for the student, the educator, and the scientist who would like to introduce a presentation with a relevant
quotation that provides perspective and historical background on his subject. Gaither's Dictionary of Scientific Quotations,
Second Edition, provides the finest reference source of science quotations for all audiences. The new edition adds
greater depth to the number of quotations in the various thematic arrangements and also provides new thematic
categories.
The tower is fallen, its residents scattered or dead. A mob of human refugees swarm the city, tossed into a world they
haven't seen in years, and one Jana knows only from distant memories as a child. The ones who tore down her home
would have her flee to safety, and to abandon her need to find Rhamiel and know what became of him. But the strike
against the angels has returned them to their martial ways, and an army is reforming under the banner of Uzziel with the
goal of eliminating any threats to the Seraphim forever. And other castes of angels have agendas of their own, eager to
fill the vacuum left by the tower's collapse.
The book considers foundational thinking in quantum theory, focusing on the role the fundamental principles and principle
thinking there, including thinking that leads to the invention of new principles, which is, the book contends, one of the
ultimate achievements of theoretical thinking in physics and beyond. The focus on principles, prominent during the rise
and in the immediate aftermath of quantum theory, has been uncommon in more recent discussions and debates
concerning it. The book argues, however, that exploring the fundamental principles and principle thinking is exceptionally
helpful in addressing the key issues at stake in quantum foundations and the seemingly interminable debates concerning
them. Principle thinking led to major breakthroughs throughout the history of quantum theory, beginning with the old
quantum theory and quantum mechanics, the first definitive quantum theory, which it remains within its proper
(nonrelativistic) scope. It has, the book also argues, been equally important in quantum field theory, which has been the
frontier of quantum theory for quite a while now, and more recently, in quantum information theory, where principle
thinking was given new prominence. The approach allows the book to develop a new understanding of both the history
and philosophy of quantum theory, from Planck’s quantum to the Higgs boson, and beyond, and of the thinking the key
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founding figures, such as Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and Dirac, as well as some among more recent
theorists. The book also extensively considers the nature of quantum probability, and contains a new interpretation of
quantum mechanics, “the statistical Copenhagen interpretation.” Overall, the book’s argument is guided by what
Heisenberg called “the spirit of Copenhagen,” which is defined by three great divorces from the preceding foundational
thinking in physics—reality from realism, probability from causality, and locality from relativity—and defined the fundamental
principles of quantum theory accordingly.
The argument of Delirious Milton is that Milton's creative power is drawn from a rift at the center of his consciousness
over the question of creation itself. This rift forces the poet to oscillate deliriously between two incompatible perspectives,
at once affirming and denying the presence of spirit in what he creates. From one perspective, the act of creation is
centered in God and the purpose of art is to imitate and praise the Creator. From the other perspective, the act of
creation is centered in the human, in the built environment of the modern world.
The essays in this collection are a testimony to Milton's claim that books doe contain a potencie of life in them to be as
active as that soule was whose progeny they are. They are proof that Milton's progeny, whether poetry or prose, continue
to inspire readers to investigate and interpret, and that even the poet himself is at times the subject of scrutiny. Although
these essays examine issues as widely diverse as the reliability of Adam's narration to Raphael and the portrayal of
chaos in Paradise Lost to the poet's role as an object of erotic attention in the nineteenth century, all suggest that Milton's
are still living texts.
Alexander the Great, according to Plutarch, carried on his campaigns a copy of the Iliad, kept alongside a dagger; on a
more pronounced ideological level, ancient Romans looked to the Aeneid as an argument for imperialism. In this major
reinterpretation of epic poetry beginning with Virgil, David Quint explores the political context and meanings of key works
in Western literature. He divides the history of the genre into two political traditions: the Virgilian epics of conquest and
empire that take the victors' side (the Aeneid itself, Camoes's Lusíadas, Tasso's Gerusalemme liberata) and the
countervailing epic of the defeated and of republican liberty (Lucan's Pharsalia, Ercilla's Araucana, and d'Aubigné's Les
tragiques). These traditions produce opposing ideas of historical narrative: a linear, teleological narrative that belongs to
the imperial conquerors, and an episodic and open-ended narrative identified with "romance," the story told of and by the
defeated. Quint situates Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained within these rival traditions. He extends his political
analysis to the scholarly revival of medieval epic in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and to Sergei
Eisenstein's epic film, Alexander Nevsky. Attending both to the topical contexts of individual poems and to the larger
historical development of the epic genre, Epic and Empire provides new models for exploring the relationship between
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ideology and literary form.
Creativity: Theory, History, Practice offers important new perspectives on creativity in the light of contemporary critical
theory and cultural history. Innovative in approach as well as argument, the book crosses disciplinary boundaries and
builds new bridges between the critical and the creative. It is organised in four parts: Why creativity now? offers muchneeded alternatives to both the Romantic stereotype of the creator as individual genius and the tendency of the modern
creative industries to treat everything as a commodity defining creativity, creating definitions traces the changing meaning
of 'create' from religious ideas of divine creation from nothing to advertising notions of concept creation. It also examines
the complex history and extraordinary versatility of terms such as imagination, invention, inspiration and originality
dreation as myth, story, metaphor begins with modern re-tellings of early African, American and Australian creation myths
and – picking up Biblical and evolutionary accounts along the way – works round to scientific visions of the Big Bang,
bubble universes and cosmic soup creative practices, cultural processes is a critical anthology of materials, chosen to
promote fresh thinking about everything from changing constructions of 'literature' and 'design' to artificial intelligence and
genetic engineering. Rob Pope takes significant steps forward in the process of rethinking a vexed yet vital concept, all
the while encouraging and equipping readers to continue the process in their own creative or 're-creative' ways.
Creativity: Theory, History, Practice is invaluable for anyone with a live interest in exploring what creativity has been, is
currently, and yet may be.
The tumultuous relations between Britain and the United Provinces in the seventeenth century provide the backdrop to
this book, striking new ground as its transnational framework permits an overview of their intertwined culture, politics,
trade, intellectual exchange, and religious debate. How the English and Dutch understood each other is coloured by
these factors, and revealed through an imagological method, charting the myriad uses of stereotypes in different genres
and contexts. The discussion is anchored in a specific context through the lives and works of John Milton and Andrew
Marvell, whose complex connections with Dutch people and society are investigated. As well as turning overdue attention
to neglected Dutch writers of the period, the book creates new possibilities for reading Milton and Marvell as not merely
English, but European poets.
Edited by William Kerrigan, John Rumrich, and Stephen M. Fallon John Milton’s Paradise Lost, an epic poem on the
clash between God and his fallen angel, Satan, is a profound meditation on fate, free will, and divinity, and one of the
most beautiful works in world literature. Extracted from the Modern Library’s highly acclaimed The Complete Poetry and
Essential Prose of John Milton, this edition reflects up-to-date scholarship and includes a substantial Introduction, fresh
commentary, and other features—annotations on Milton’s classical allusions, a chronology of the writer’s life, clean page
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layouts, and an index—that make it the definitive twenty-first-century presentation of John Milton’s timeless signature
work.
Seeking throughout to bridge the gap between the creative and the critical, and to span disciplinary boundaries, this book
offers a significant intervention in the theory of creativity and the practice of criticism.
First published by Odyssey Press in 1957, this classic edition provides Milton's poetry and major prose works, richly
annotated, in a sturdy and affordable clothbound volume.
Chaos Umpire Sits
This volume brings John Milton's Paradise Lost into dialogue with the challenges of cosmology and the world of Galileo, whom Milton met
and admired: a universe encompassing space travel, an earth that participates vibrantly in the cosmic dance, and stars that are "world[s] / Of
destined habitation." Milton's bold depiction of our universe as merely a small part of a larger multiverse allows the removal of hell from the
center of the earth to a location in the primordial abyss. In this wide-ranging work, Dennis Danielson lucidly unfolds early modern
cosmological debates, engaging not only Galileo but also Copernicus, Tycho, Kepler, and the English Copernicans, thus placing Milton at a
rich crossroads of epic poetry and the history of science.
Paradise Lost is not merely the masterpiece of John Milton (1608-74) but a turning point in style and form, which had a profound influence on
the poetry of the following century. Divided into two parts, this major survey begins by discussing the revolutionary characteristics of Paradise
Lost in the context of contemporary literary norms and examines the theological, psychological, stylistic and narrative innovation in the poem.
It then provides a fuller account of the complex, and now obscure political, and theological issues and other issues that Milton's poem
addresses and sought to resolve. It concludes by examining the themes discussed in the light of the influence of the poem on the tradition of
English literature.
Through examining the work of W. B. Yeats, James Joyce, and Samuel Beckett, Katherine Ebury shows cosmology had a considerable
impact on modernist creative strategies, developing alternative reading models of difficult texts such as Finnegans Wake and 'The Trilogy'.
In this graceful and compelling book, Regina Schwartz presents a powerful reading of Paradise Lost by tracing the structure of the poem to
the pattern of "repeated beginnings" found in the Bible. In both works, the world order is constantly threatened by chaos. By drawing on both
the Bible and the more contemporary works of, among others, Freud, Lacan, Ricoeur, Said, and Derrida, Schwartz argues that chaos does
not simply threaten order, but rather, chaos inheres in order. "A brilliant study that quietly but powerfully recharacterizes many of the contexts
of discussion in Milton criticism. Particularly noteworthy is Schwartz's ability to introduce advanced theoretical perspectives without ever
taking the focus of attention away from the dynamics and problematics of Milton's poem."—Stanley Fish
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